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Abstract
Infectious disease outbreaks have become more frequent and extreme in recent years, and as
populations continue to grow and the world becomes more interconnected, they show no signs of
stopping. The current COVID-19 pandemic affecting the world and grinding economies to a halt
was known about months ago but could not be contained. One of the largest issues facing the
containment of infectious disease is a lack of real-time, point-of-care detection devices which
can accurately and effectively identify those who are infected so they can be treated and
quarantined. Here, an Integrated Micropillar Polydimethylsiloxane Accurate CRISPR Detection
(IMPACT) system is developed for detection of viral DNA. Single-stranded DNA reporter
probes with fluorescent dyes are immobilized within the system, taking advantage of the
increased surface area from the micropillar. A CRISPR-Cas12a and crRNA complex is then
injected into the system, and if double-stranded target DNA is present, the CRISPR enzyme is
activated and indiscriminately cleaves reporter probes, greatly increasing the fluorescent signal.
The system can then be washed and the supernatant collected and measured, revealing accurate
detection of the viral DNA target down to 0.1 nM concentration with no fluorescence
background.
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1.0

Problem Introduction

1.1 Introduction into Viral Outbreaks
Viral outbreaks have been a part of human history since the beginning of recorded history
[1,2]. As far back as the 5th century B.C, the Athens plague was believed to be caused by either
small pox or measles, both highly infectious diseases caused by highly infectious viruses [3].
These outbreaks have continued to follow humans all the way up until the modern day, in part
because viruses are by far the fastest-evolving biological entity in the world, evolving several
orders of magnitudes quicker than the mammalian genomes which may host them [4,5]. This
makes it inevitable that these viruses will continue to be with us throughout the future, and thus
there must be a focus on not just how to eradicate them, but also how to mitigate their impact and
spread in affected populations when new ones arise.
One of the largest viral outbreaks in the past decade was the Zika virus (ZIKV). This was one
of the inspirations for this thesis as its impact could have easily been mitigated by accurate and
specific viral detection. When the Ministry of Health in Brazil began to investigate the ZIKV
outbreak in March 2015, they were looking for other diseases as the culprit such as dengue fever,
rubella, and Chikungunya fever [6]. Indeed, this is one of the greatest challenges of identifying
viruses like Zika, as it can display mild symptoms like many other diseases or display no
symptoms at all. This is also one of the biggest weaknesses of traditional methods of diagnosing
viral infections based on symptoms, as so many different viruses can be the culprit. In total, the
Zika outbreak occurring from the end of 2014 to September 2016 had 1,673,272 notified cases
which were reported, and as many as 5,280 suspected cases of microcephaly, with 1,950 cases
being confirmed as infection-related microcephaly [7].
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The ZIKV should have been a wake-up call for a need for new and rapid detection methods
for viruses in order to better contain future outbreaks. However, as evidenced by the rapidly
growing outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) as a global epidemic, society is still struggling
to contain the spread of infectious diseases. The inability for countries to contain the virus early
on has led to an outbreak which has already infected over 700,000 people and killed over 33,000
as of this writing (March 29, 2020) [8]. With warnings from organizations like the U.S. CDC that
a nationwide epidemic is unavoidable, the spread of the disease doesn’t appear to be slowing
down anytime soon [9]. In addition to the coronavirus, another viral outbreak is occurring across
Asia caused by the African Swine Fever Virus (ASFV). Although this virus does not affect
humans, it is deadly to pigs, with a nearly 100% mortality rate [10]. It has already killed millions
of pigs, making it one of the worst livestock epidemics in modern history, and is continuing to
spread today, nearly 19 months after the outbreak was first reported [11].
1.2 Discussion about Point of Care Devices
How is it with modern medicine, hygiene, and technology that the ZIKV was able to affect
over 1.5 million people, and COVID-19 and AFSV are still spreading rapidly today? Often a
lack of vaccines for these viruses are pointed to as the culprit. Indeed, the development of an
effective vaccine would be the best solution to contain epidemics. However, vaccines take a long
time to develop, as shown by the AFSV which was discovered in 2018 and only had a
preliminary vaccine announced in January of this year [12]. It took more than an additional
month to prove its effectiveness in laboratory tests, and still needs to be shown to be effective in
the field [13]. Furthermore, interest and funding tend to wax and wane with the rise and fall of
the outbreaks. Consider that a vaccine for the Ebola virus began being researched soon after the
first outbreak in 1976, but after 40 years a successful vaccine has yet to be brought to the public,
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mainly due to issues in receiving sufficient and consistent funding needed to get proposed
vaccinations through clinical trials [14,15]. On top of the months to years it takes to develop and
test new vaccines, additional time is needed mass produce them and distribute/administer them in
affected areas, during which the virus could still be spreading. With no proven treatments
available for ZIKV, COVID-19 or AFSV, the most important thing that can be done is detecting
and containing these viruses before they spread further. The issue is that rapid detection
techniques which exist that can be used at the point of care (POC) have numerous issues. The
two current methods of detecting Zika for example involve reverse transcription polymerase
target amplification (RT-PCR) [16] or Zika IgM Antibody Capture Enzyme-Linked
Immunosorbent Assay (Zika MAC-ELISA) [17], as depicted in Fig. 1. RT-PCR is considered the

a)

b)

Figure 1: Examples of a) MAC-ELISA [17] and b) RT-PCR for Zika virus detection [18]
4

“gold standard” for Zika virus detection, however it is not optimal for POC as it requires a
laboratory setting with expert operation and must be purified from body fluids before target [18]
amplification [19]. Automated PCR stations are available, which have some ideal POC
characteristics such as an autonomous process and the ability to detect from patient samples
directly. However, they are not a viable solution for POC detection due to their complexity and
very large size [20,21]. Ideally a POC device would be able to detect the virus from a saliva,
urine, or blood sample directly as the input, with no purification necessary. The Zika MACELISA method of detection involves detecting Zika virus IgM antibodies within the body fluid
sample directly but has issues with cross-reactions with other pathogens, affecting sensitivity of
the sensor and making it not a good candidate for POC.
Current detection methods for COVID-19 and AFSV are very similar to those of Zika,
utilizing PCR in order to greatly amplify the amount of viral RNA to make it easy to detect.
Indeed, PCR is very powerful in viral detection for its ability to produce billions of copies of
viral RNA or DNA from just a few copies [22]. However, current methods being deployed can
take up to two days for culturing patient samples in order to make a diagnosis and are very
inefficient when trying to rapidly quarantine patients to prevent them from infecting others
[23,24]. These tests require samples to be taken at the POC, only to be sent to a centralized
laboratory where the actual testing and culturing is done, causing long turnaround times for tests
and greatly limiting the number of people who could be tested and confirmed [25].
Lab-on-chip (LOC) devices or simple test kits have emerged as one of the leading choices for
POC detection due to their portability and need for minimal equipment compared to a laboratory
setting. Research into LOC devices began over 40 years ago, initially for chromatography, but
have since been applied to cells and tissues, proteins, nucleic acids, and environmental [26]
5

Figure 2: Example of a Lab on Chip (LOC) device for nucleic acid detection [26]
Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry
monitoring [27]. These devices typically are designed to be small and fit in somebody’s hand for
portability, consume low amounts of power, be automated, and somewhat rugged for use at the
POC [28]. An example of a LOC device utilized for POC nucleic acid detection is shown in Fig.
2 [26]. LOC devices have utilized many different techniques such as plasmonic biosensing [29],
single molecule counting [30], and electrochemical sensing [31]. Recent advances have
improved LOC devices for nucleic acid detection further by incorporating real-time PCR with
these devices to provide accurate, rapid, and portable detection [32]. PCR has been previously
shown to work with low volumes of both patient samples and reagents in LOC devices [33].
However, there have been issues with implementing PCR test kits, as seen with the ongoing
outbreak of COVID-19. These test kits require trained medical professionals to use them, who
6

are in short supply, and there have also been issues with producing enough test kits to meet
testing demand [34]. Furthermore, the results from some of these test kits could be inaccurate,
and have high rates of false-negative results, as well as some false-positive, especially when
testing is done on a large number of patients [35–37].
1.3 Overview of CRISPR Detection and Solid-Phase Detection
A new and promising alternative to PCR amplification techniques that has emerged in
recent years is Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR). For
detecting viral DNA, certain Cas proteins like CRISPR-Cas12a, shown in Fig. 3, can be
extremely useful as they can begin to indiscriminately cut single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) when
activated by their “target” DNA, which in this case would be the same as the viral DNA of
interest [38]. This is beneficial because when utilized with “reporter probes”, which are ssDNA

Figure 3: LbCas12a-crRNA complex bound to inhibitor AcrVA4 [39]
strands with both a fluorescent dye and quencher attached to them, an activated CRISPR-Cas12a
complex (CRISPR-Cas12a protein and crRNA which has been activated by its double-stranded
DNA target, as depicted in Fig. 4 will cleave the ssDNA strands and separate the dye and
quencher, greatly increasing the fluorescent signal for quantification. The downside of utilizing
7

CRISPR for detection in this manner is that the
quencher on the reporter probe cannot fully block
out the fluorescent signal from the dye, leading to
high fluorescent background levels which need to
be designed around in order to lower the [39]
detection limit [40,41].
Solid-phase detection is a promising way to
overcome issues presented in the liquid phase. In
the past, when utilizing solid-surface detection,

Figure 4: CRISPR-Cas12a complex
activated by a double-stranded DNA target
[38]
Reprinted with permission

ssDNA “capture probes” were bound directly onto the surface in order to capture the ssDNA
target of interest via complementary DNA hybridization [42]. This ssDNA target also acted as a
reporter as it had a fluorescent dye attached to it [42]. The main advantage of this strategy is that
the reporter does not need a quencher, as the samples have no fluorescent background before
hybridization and a measurable signal after hybridization. However, in the real world this
strategy would require a separate, third ssDNA which acted just as the reporter probe, which was
also complementary to a portion of the target ssDNA. This complementary section would need to
be different than the capture probes section, greatly increasing the complexity and potentially
lowering the detection limit since hybridization is not 100% efficient. This method is also
restricted to only ssDNA or RNA target, as it requires the target to hybridize to the capture and
reporter probes. It should also be noted that these solid surfaces require modifications to extend
the surface in order to increase the surface area for increased probe binding [42,43].
Combining both CRISPR and solid-phase detection provides a way to eliminate the biggest
issues facing both. By utilizing CRISPR to detect target DNA, the reporter probes can directly be
8

immobilized onto the solid surface and do not need any on-chip hybridization for detection.
Since the reporter probes are being cleaved from the surface, the solid-surface is simply washed
and the supernatant collected and measured after cleaving, eliminating any background issues
associated from the dye-quencher seen in solid-phase. This is the technique that was used for
viral DNA detection in this research.
1.4 Introduction of Integrated Micropillar Polydimethylsiloxane Accurate CRISPR
Detection (IMPACT) System
This thesis focused on implementing both CRISPR detection and solid-phase capture in a
single device for nucleic acid target detection. An Integrated Micropillar Polydimethylsiloxane
Accurate CRISPR Detection (IMPACT) system was developed in order to accomplish this goal
and leverage the advantages of both CRISPR detection and extended surfaces to capture reporter
probes on the solid surface. Fig. 5 shows an IMPACT chip with inlet and outlet tubing
connected. Utilizing CRISPR Cas-12a, it is shown that the IMPACT chip can accurately detect
double-stranded DNA targets

Section of channel
with pillars

of interest without issues
from background associated

Outlet

Inlet

with the liquid phase. The
target DNA chosen was
designed after a portion of the

Figure 5: IMPACT Chip for viral DNA sensing

AFSV-SY18 genome (B646L) to demonstrate the concept of it being used for viral DNA
detection. Additionally, the IMPACT system was designed to work with low volumes of
reagents and utilize a one-step detection process for determining if the target DNA is present, in
order to demonstrate its potential feasibility in POC settings.

9

2.0

Literature Review
The following literature review sections investigates previous works which have performed

different processes required in creating and using the IMPACT system. These steps include
photolithography and soft lithography to create the pillared PDMS channel of the chip, methods
for immobilizing reporter probes on the solid-surface of PDMS, and cleaving of ssDNA via
photocleavable DNA or CRISPR-Cas12a on the solid-surface. The literature review section
begins with a review of micro and nanostructures in biosensor applications which served as
inspiration for pursuing extended surfaces when utilizing solid-phase detection.
2.1 Introduction to Micro and Nanostructures for Biological Detection Applications
The use of micro and nanostructures in biosensors and lab-on-a-chip type devices is
currently a very popular field, with many different combinations of structures, materials, and
surface treatments for various applications coming out in the past few years. Structures that have
been utilized previously include magnetic beads, which can vary in size, are easily functionalized
with proteins or antibodies, and can have their movement controlled by magnetic fields [44].
They specifically show an ability to detect very low amount of biomarkers such as proteins or
nucleic acids, which is critical in early detection of diseases [45,46]. This detection limit can be
further extended by combining magnetic beads with microfluidic and flow system, which
provide better results than a “batch” mode where detection is just done only with liquids and
beads in a reservoir [47–49]. However, they encounter issues when being utilized in microfluidic
systems and channels, as beads need to be washed thoroughly and can encounter issues of either
aggregating with each other or sticking to surfaces of the microfluidic device [50].
This is one of the reasons why micro and nanostructures on the surface of the chip itself for
biological detection has become of interest, since it can avoid the issues of magnetic beads and
10

still provide accurate detections. Examples of these structures in use include Tsuogeni et. al [42]
who in 2012 utilized “plasma roughening” through oxygen plasma in order to create
nanotextured polystyrene surfaces which can provide increased streptavidin binding for a high
capacity DNA microarray, the same goal as the PDMS micropillars in this research. Using these
surfaces, 20x higher detection sensitivity was achieved compared to untreated surfaces, which
was attributed to the increase in surface area. Tsuogeni et. al [51] again utilized the plasma
nanotexturing in 2016, this time on PMMA for incorporation into a lab-on-a-chip design for
bacteria capture and lysis. The nanotexture surfaces also included 50 μm and 20 μm posts this
time and were coated with antibodies for capturing the passing bacteria. Using these micro and
nano structures, both a higher capture efficiency (total measured cells/total injected cells in chip)
of bacteria, up to 100% in lower concentrations, as well as specificity in the bacteria that was
captured was proven. A final example was shown in 2017, where Yu et. al [52] employed a
technique of developing ZnO nanorods on glass slides for a detection of the avian influenza
virus. The surfaces were coated with capture monoclonal antibodies which immobilized the virus
on the surface and labeled the virus with a fluorescent dye, and the nanorod surfaces had almost
10x greater intensity of the fluorescent signals compared to bare glass surfaces.
The research presented here implemented different parts and mechanisms from each of
the previously discussed examples, such as altering the PDMS to have extended surfaces to
increase the surface area and binding ssDNA reporter probes onto this extended surface. This is
shown later to increase the amount of DNA capture probes bound on the pillar surface when
compared to the flat surface. One key area where this research and the past differed was in the
type of structures that will be used. The features of all the previously discussed research were on
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the nanoscale and have a great amount of variability and no discernable uniformity when they
are created. Fig. 6 shows images of the
nanostructures from a) Tsuogeni et. al [42], b)
Tsogeni et. al [51], and c) Yu et. al [52]. Although
a)
these structures theoretically provide large increases
in surface area, the dimensions of one structure to
the other vary in terms height/length as well as
width, and the structures are very random in terms of
orientation and distance from one another. Only Fig.
6b provides a somewhat uniform and hierarchical

b)

structure from the large “posts” created, which were
much larger compared to the nanotextured surface,
being 25 μm in height and 20 μm in width [51].
Features of this scale are what were used by the
IMPACT chip to provide an increase in surface area.
c)
Although compared to nanostructures the surface
area increase is not nearly as large, uniformity,
consistency, and quick and repeatable fabrication
utilizing PDMS cast into SU-8 molds was the reason for
choosing this type of extended surface. As discussed in
section 9, this also provides an area in the future to
further improve the detection limit of the IMPACT chip.

Figure 6: Images of
microstructures from a) Tsuogeni et.
al [42], b) Tsogeni et. al [51], and c)
Yu et. al [52]
All reprinted with permission
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2.2 Fabrication of PDMS Micropillars using Photolithography with SU-8 Photoresist
The ability for photolithography to be utilized as a method of making high aspect ratio
submicron 3D structures with SU-8 as the template has been well demonstrated for well over two
decades [53]. Campo and Grenier [54] did an extensive review in 2007 of SU-8 as a photoresist
for these applications, looking at strategies for implementing them as well as potential
difficulties with the method. After being spin coated onto a properly primed substrate and soft
baked (up to 95°C) to remove the solvent and promote adhesion to the substrate, the SU-8 can
then be exposed to a masked irradiation using a UV lamp of scanning lasers at wavelengths <
350nm, as shown in Fig. 7a [54]. This masked irradiation along with a post exposure hard bake
(150-200°C) essentially “hardens” the exposed areas of the SU-8 via cross-linking reactions.
Finally, the structures are developed by immersing the entire substrate in a solvent at room
temperature, which removes the non-exposed sections of material [54,55].

Figure 7: Schematic of soft-lithography process with a) SU-8 mold creation using
photolithography and b) PDMS stamp creation from mold
This process is not without its defects and areas of concern, with issues of planarization
and achieving a flat coating of SU-8, long development times, increased UV absorption during
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exposure, SU-8 debonding from the substrate during development, and collapses of structures
during rinsing due to chosen aspect ratio [54]. The issues with planarization are isolated to
thicker coating of SU-8, and the issue of long development times is only for parts with complex
geometries, and were not an issue in this work. However, all other issues had the potential to
impact the scope of work and were researched accordingly.
Increased UV absorption will lead to a lower transmitted intensity to the SU-8, meaning
the upper part of the photoresist will be exposed to a higher amount of radiation than the bottom.
Campo and Grenier [54] did discuss this issue and claimed it can be countered by using only
longer wavelengths (>365nm) which have lower absorption and penetrate further into the SU-8.
Based on the equipment available, the wavelength utilized during the creation of the SU-8 mold
was 405 nm, which followed their recommendations, and issues such as T-topping were not
observed.
The issue of SU-8 debonding from the substrate was further investigated by Barber et. al
[56]. This paper investigated different process parameters associated with SU-8, such as soft
bake time, exposure dose, post exposure bake time, and development time, to see how much
effect each parameter had on the stress in SU-8 layers. This internal stress may result in
debonding of the resist layer if the substrate adhesion is not strong and is looked to be minimized
for less risk of debonding [54]. It was found that the soft bake time had the largest percent
contribution to stress (50%), followed by exposure dose (30%), and post exposure bake time
(15%) [56]. Based on the thickness and exposure dose of the sample, the effect of the soft bake
time varied, with an increase from 7 hours to 9 hours resulting in significant increases in internal
stress in some cases, and relatively little change in others. The correlation between stress and
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these various parameters was useful during research when issues with debonding were observed
and were typically solved by adjusting the exposure time.
Developing the SU-8 into micron structures utilizing the process described above allowed
the development of PDMS micropillars utilizing “soft-lithography”. Specifically, replica
molding (REM) was used, which is a process in which a photoresist material (such as SU-8) is
used to create a mold in which a soft, initially liquid material (such as PDMS) is poured in to
create a stamp of the pattern of the photoresist material, as shown in Fig. 7. Qin, Xia, and
Whitesides [57] wrote extensively on soft-lithography and specifically REM utilizing PDMS for
potential biomedical applications. There is a procedure specifically for developing PDMS
microstructures that will be followed and is presented in section 9.2 of the supplemental
information, adopted for creation of the IMPACT chip channels. The paper warns of several
critical parts during some of the steps, as well as way to troubleshoot these issues when they
arise, specifically regarding the aspect ratios chosen for the master, utilizing proper
photolithography techniques for developing the master (addressed in the paragraphs above), and
properly mixing the PDMS and the curing agent [57]. To ensure proper mixing, the steps must be
followed closely, allowing enough time for mixing, as well as utilizing a desiccator with a
vacuum line to remove bubbles from the mixture. These steps were followed exactly during
IMPACT chip creation, and no issues were seen in the REM molding step.
Both papers thus far have mentioned the need to have a proper aspect ratio when
developing micropillars, either when creating the master with photolithography or when making
the stamp with soft lithography. Fig. 8 is from the Qin, Xia, and Whitesides [57] soft lithography
paper and suggests aspect ratios of 0.5 < H/L < 5 and H/D > 0.05. With aspect ratios of H/L >
than 5, lateral collapse is seen as shown in Fig. 8b, and aspect ratios of H/L < 0.5 resulting in
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sagging seen in Fig. 8c. For the IMPACT
chip, a high aspect ratio was sought after
in order to maximize the amount of
surface area for the DNA probes to bind
to, and so the lateral collapse was most
concerning.
This aspect ratio of 5 proposed by Qin,
Xia, and Whitesides [57] may even be
high based on other research done on the

Figure 8: Aspect ratios and failure modes of PDMS
structures [57]
Reprinted with permission

topic. The ways of increasing aspect ratio are limited, both by the ability to create the SU-8 mold
and the process of creating the PDMS micropillars from the mold. Liu et al. [58] investigated
improving the aspect ratio achievable by PDMS micropillars and proposed an automated
demolding process for achieving high aspect ratio micropillars. The paper specifically mentions
how microfluidic devices like the one proposed here typically utilize micropillar arrays with an
aspect ratio around 3 [59,60], and sought to double it to 6. Using a mathematical model as well
as an automated system prototype, Liu et al. [23] were able to successfully achieve PDMS
micropillars with an aspect ratio of 6 at a 99% success rate. Unfortunately, the method utilized
involved a complex automated system prototype and utilized a different photoresist for the mold
to work with their system, which is not practical to use or develop for the proposed research. For
the IMPACT chip, an aspect ratio of approximately 1.2 was used in order to avoid any issues
with soft lithography, and because of the difficulty in getting the SU-8 mold to make proper
holes for creation of the channels, as discussed in section 3.1.
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2.3 Binding of Streptavidin to the Surface of PDMS
With a successful process being established for creating the PDMS micropillars, a
strategy next had to be established for immobilizing the DNA probes to the surface. Rashid and
Yusof [61] performed a review specifically on methods of DNA immobilization and
hybridization for developing electrochemical DNA sensors. The paper discusses three well
documented methods of DNA probe immobilization: Adsorption methods, Covalent bonding,
and Avidin/streptavidin-biotin interactions. Adsorption does not require any chemical reagents or
modification to the DNA probes, and rather immobilizes the DNA using an electrode surface and
electrostatic adsorption [61]. Although this is a simpler method of immobilization, the
requirement of an electrode surface is not possible for this proposal since the proposed research
will be utilizing PDMS. Covalent bonding also has a similar problem, as even though it has
many desired characteristics for our application (good vertical orientation to surface, stability,
high bonding strength), it is typically used for bonding between a gold surface or gold
nanoparticle and a thiol group, resulting in a strong covalent bonding of gold (Au)-sulfur(S) [61].
Thus, the remaining streptavidin-biotin bonding was chosen due to the high affinity and nearly
covalent bond it provides between the molecules, and its ability to be utilized with PDMS [61].
Next, a protocol for binding the streptavidin to the surface of the PDMS was needed. Mani,
Rudiuk, and Baigl [62] showed that streptavidin could successfully bind to a surface of PDMS
for binding biotinylated double-stranded DNA in the same manner the proposed research is
trying to achieve. In the supplemental information, an in-depth protocol is provided for binding
streptavidin to the PDMS (as depicted in Fig. 9), which was used to help create the protocol seen
in the supplemental information section and was followed during the fabrication of the IMPACT
chip.
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Figure 9: Binding protocol for immobilizing streptavidin on the surface of PDMS
Unlike the papers on photolithography and soft lithography, this paper fails to mention
areas of concern or steps which need specific caution when performing the streptavidin binding
protocol. Initially, research was performed on flat samples of PDMS without a channel or pillars
to confirm the protocol worked by incubating fluorescent streptavidin on the surface. However, it
was observed that control samples which did not receive the final step of coating with
fluorescent streptavidin were still showing a fluorescence signal. This phenomenon is ultimately
the reason a channel design was used where the supernatant was measured instead of measuring
the fluorescent intensity of the surface itself. In theory, if the procedure worked correctly, a
fluorescent signal would only be observed for the sample which was coated with fluorescent
streptavidin and not the control, yet “false positive signals” were still received.
Being that unexpected results were received, more research was done into the procedure of
Mani, Rudiuk, and Baigl [62]. It was discovered from a paper by Lee et al. [63], aptly named
“Autofluorescence generation and elimination: a lesson from glutaraldehyde”, that
glutaraldehyde, one of the molecules used as a fixative in the binding process, was the culprit of
this unexpected fluorescent signal. Glutaraldehyde can produce a high amount of a phenomenon
called “autofluorescence”, in which glutaraldehyde reacts with various small organic molecules
to create fluorophores, which in turn give an increased intensity of the fluorescence signal. The
IMPACT chip overcame this issue by utilizing a channel design in which the solid surface itself
was not measured, but rather the washed supernatant was, thereby eliminating any
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autofluorescence effects coming from the surface that could affect the signal. Furthermore, autofluorescence actually became useful for the IMPACT chip as it provided a method of confirming
that our chemical treatment process was successful, as shown in section 3.2.
2.4 Binding of Biotinylated Single-Stranded DNA to Streptavidin
The binding between avidin and biotin is the strongest non-covalent interaction known to
occur between a protein and ligand [64]. This strong binding between avidin protein and
biotinylated compounds has been well documented and researched over the past 60 years [65].
Green [65] initially concluded in 1963 that it was probable that there were three binding sites for
biotin on the avidin protein, with later discoveries revealing there was four [66]. This makes
using a surface coated with streptavidin and biotinylated single-stranded DNA probes a preferred
method as there are four potential binding sites for DNA probes on the streptavidin molecule. A
depiction of the biotinylated DNA reporter probe binding to the streptavidin is shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: Binding of biotinylated DNA reporter probes to streptavidin
The only foreseeable area of concern before research began was presented by Huang et al. [67]
which compared the length of the biotinylated DNA and the size of the particle the streptavidin
was bound to, to the amount of biotinylated DNA bound to the streptavidin. The study on the
effect of particle size was not of relevance to this research since all streptavidin will be bound to
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the same surface in our experiments. However, the study revealed that the amount of binding
observed at smaller number of base pairs was higher than that observed at a larger number of
base pairs, with the difference being more pronounced at smaller particle sizes. This was
important to consider during experimentation, since it could have been an additional variable that
can change the amount of DNA probes bound to the surface and theoretically affect the overall
capture efficiency of the system. However, the chosen reporter probe for experimentation only
had a length of 39 base pairs, which was extremely low compared to the sizes Huang et al. [67]
looked at (100-5000 base pairs), and their experiments showed the smaller the amount of base
pairs the higher the binding. Thus it was not believed this affected the amount of reporter probes
immobilized on the surface.
2.5 Cleavage of Reporter Probes from the Solid-Surface utilizing Photocleavable Probes
With the reporter probe immobilized on the PDMS substrate, a method still needed to be
developed for determining the amount of reporter probes bound on the surface. This would allow

Figure 11: Cleaving of reporter probes using UV light
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experiments to be conducted to see the effects of
incubation time and concentration of the reporter probe
on how many reporter probes were captured by a
channel, as well as for comparing the pillar channels
and flat channels on the amount of reporter probes
captured and released by the surface. To determine the

Figure 12: Photo-cleavable spacer [68]

amount of reporter probes on the surface, a photo-cleavable spacer would initially be used for
cleaving, as depicted in Fig. 12. This is accomplished by washing the channel after incubation,
and then leaving liquid in the channel and exposing the channel to UV light. The channel can
then be flushed, and the supernatant collected and measured. As described by Integrated DNA
Technologies [68], a photo cleavable spacer contains a 10-atom linker that can only be cleaved
when exposed to a certain wavelength of UV light (300-350nm) and can be inserted in between
DNA bases, as shown in Fig. 12. Using a UV bulb, the capture probes can then be detached from
the surface and washed into a single reservoir for fluorescence detection. The emission spectra
of the UV lamp utilized for the experiments can be seen in Fig. 13. The UV emission shows a
high intensity starting around 311 nm and
lasting till roughly 313 nm. Du et al. [69]
employed this technique in detection of the
Ebola RNA, except instead of detaching the
capture probe from a substrate as proposed
here, it was utilized to detach them from
magnetic beads. This technique proved to
be successful for achieving 10x on-chip

Figure 13: Emission spectrum of UV Lamp
utilized for photocleavable DNA experiments [69]
Reprinted with Permission
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concentration and was able to achieve a detection limit comparable with PCR [69]. It was
successfully employed in this research to optimize the binding protocol for the reporter probes
before creating the final IMPACT chip which used CRISPR-Cas12a as its cleaving mechanism.
2.6 Cleavage of Reporter Probes from the Solid-Surface utilizing CRISPR-Cas12a

Figure 14: Cleaving of reporter probes using CRISPR-Cas12a assay
After optimizing the binding protocol for the reporters, the final step was using the IMPACT
chip for detecting target double-stranded DNA. This is achieved by injecting the CRISPRCas12a complex (consisting of CRISPR-Cas12a itself and crRNA complimentary to the target
DNA) and the target DNA into the IMPACT chip. This causes the CRISPR-Cas12a to be
activated and start indiscriminately cutting the ssDNA reporter probes, as depicted in Fig. 14.
The ability for a CRISPR-Cas12a to perform this task was proven by Chen et al. [38]. However,
the experiments were performed in the liquid phase utilizing a reporter probe consisting of a
reporter and quencher. For the IMPACT chip purposes, the cleavage must be in the solid phase
on a ssDNA reporter immobilized on the PDMS surface.
The ability for CRISPR proteins to achieve cleavage on the solid surface has been shown
previously by Bruch et al. [70]. Bruch et al. [70] showed the CRISPR-Cas13a could be used to
cleave reporter RNA immobilized on a dry-film resist surface in an on-chip fashion similar to the
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IMPACT chip. Clearly there is a difference between this method and the IMPACT chip as
CRISPR-Cas13a was used instead of CRISPR-Cas12a, but it was concluded and then proven that
the difference in Cas protein does not affect the ability of an activated CRISPR complex to
cleave ssDNA immobilized on the solid surface. Likewise, the surface itself was also different as
the IMPACT chip utilized PDMS, but that was also proven to not prevent solid-phase cleavage.
As of this writing, it is believed there is no literature showing CRISPR Cas-12a being used in the
solid-phase with PDMS for ssDNA cleavage (besides the paper that was submitted by myself
and collaborators on the IMPACT chip that is awaiting review) and is first documented here.
2.7 Quantification of Supernatant via Fluorescence Measurements
After the activated CRISPR-Cas12a complex cleaves the reporter probes, the remaining
liquid in the channel must be collected and measured. Once the supernatant was collected, it was
measured utilizing a custom design benchtop fluorometer design to determine the fluorescent
intensity of the ssDNA reporter probes. The benchtop fluorometer design was not novel and has
been utilized in previous works, and was implemented in a similar manner [71,72]. In He et al.
[71] a disposable cartridge with different PDMS wells was bound to a glass substrate with
diameter of 3.5 mm and a spacing of 11 mm. The reservoir was filled with a sample of interest
and measured by briefly exposing the sample to a continuous laser with a wavelength of 488 nm,
and then the fluorescent signal was collected by using an off-axis parabolic mirror, and filtered
through a 488 nm notch filter (Thorlabs, Inc.) before the signal was recorded by a fiber coupled
mini USB spectrometer (USB 2000+, Ocean Optics), as shown in Fig. 15. The setup was used in
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an identical manner, except the sample placed in the reservoir was the collected supernatant from
the PDMS channels.

Figure 15: Benchtop fluorometer setup for detecting fluorescence signal from IMPACT chip
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3.0

Fabrication of SU-8 mold and Selection of IMPACT Chip Channel

Dimensions
3.1 Development of Successful Photolithography Recipe
The first step in creating the IMPACT system was to create the SU-8 mold which would be
used to form the micropillar channels of the chip. In order to begin the process of
photolithography with SU-8, a photomask was first designed which can make the desired
features. Fig. 16 below shows the design in AutoCAD that was utilized for the IMPACT chip
mold. Note that the photomask itself had in total 9 unique channel designs, with channels

Figure 16: Layout of an IMPACT chip micropillar channel for the photomask
varying in width, length, and hole size, as shown in Fig. 17. Also note that for every channel
dimension there was also a “flat channel” which had the same dimensions as a pillared channel
but contained no holes. Each channel had a 2mm semi-circle at the inlet and outlet location to
provide an area for tubing to be connected. The size of the channel that ultimately was used in
the IMPACT chip was roughly 5.8 cm long end to end, with approximately 5.6 cm of the channel
being filled with 100 μm pillars spaced 50 μm apart. The channel throughout its length had a
periodic curvature and had a channel width of 2 mm.
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Figure 17: IMPACT Chip SU-8 mold after PDMS curing
The reason for these channel dimensions and pillar dimensions being chosen is explained in
the remainder of this section. These selections were made based on both difficulty in
manufacturing of the selected channel dimensions and hole dimensions for the photomask, the
desire to have as much surface area as possible for the liquid to meet the pillars, and the
performance of different pillar sizes in experiments. Indeed, the manufacturing of a successful
SU-8 mask was not a trivial and took many months to finally perfect so that the IMPACT chip
could be made reliably by REM molding.
SU-8 2075 (Microchem) was utilized for fabrication, and all photolithography was initially
performed at RIT’s Semiconductor & Microsystem Fabrication Laboratory (SMFL). Much of the
process was trial and error, and initially consisted of following the Microchem SU-8 2075
instructions exactly for a target thickness of 110 μm. Initial SU-8 mold creations all saw similar
issues, with the hole sizes of the SU-8 always being smaller than the anticipated size, difference
in hole sizes at the edge of the wafer compared to the middle, and cracking of the SU-8 after
development. The issue of cracking was easily resolved by adding in a 5 min 145 °C hard bake
after development, but both other issues took much more effort to resolve.
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In SU-8 photolithography, overexposure will typically cause feature sizes to increase. So,
increasing the exposure dosage was attempted while keeping all other parameters the same to try
and increase the hole diameter to the intended size. However, the exact opposite effect was seen,
with the hole diameters becoming smaller and less SU-8 being removed from the holes during
development. This is because the “feature” sizes refer to the areas on the photomask in which the
UV light is not being blocked out, which in this case is the area in between and surrounding the
holes. Thus, when the exposure time was increased, the areas in between the pillars got larger
and therefore the holes themselves got smaller.
With this new understanding, the exposure time was then decreased with decent results seen,
as illustrated by the SEM images in Fig. 18. However, there was a limit to the benefit of
0 μm 500 μm

0 μm 200 μm

0 μm 500 μm

0 μm 500 μm

0 μm 200 μm
0 μm 200 μm

a)
b)
c)
Figure 18: SEM images of pillar channels after reducing exposure dosage. All pillars were
still smaller than there intended sizes. a) Intended pillar size of 70 μm b) Intended pillar size of
100 μm c) Intended pillar size of 130 μm
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decreasing the exposure, as eventually the SU-8 began to completely de-bond from the silicon
substrate when the exposure dosage was dropped too low. As Fig. 18 shows for all the intended
pillars sizes (70 μm, 100 μm, and 130 μm) the pillars were still undersized compared to the size
on the photomask itself by ~20-25 μm. This means that the holes on the SU-8 mold were still not
large enough, even when going to the minimum possible exposure dosage without debonding.
These channels also had the issue with the pillar sizes being different along their length, with the
areas near the ends of the channels and near the edges of the wafer having significantly smaller
pillar sizes.
The problem of unevenness in pillar size throughout the length of the channel was almost
certainly caused by the method of contact between the photomask and the SU-8 when exposure
occurred. At RIT’s facility, the aligner that was available at the time of this research did not have
an operational mask holder which could be used to bring the photomask in close contact with the
wafer. So crudely, the mask itself was taped onto the soft baked SU-8, and then the sample was
flood exposed for the desired amount of time to get the target dosage. This did not have as close
of contact as a hard contact conducted by the machine itself between the mask and the wafer, and
thus there was most likely a significant amount of diffraction along the edges of the wafer due to
air gaps.
Both the problems with holes sizes and unevenness in hole sizes throughout the channel were
not solved until a new facility and equipment was utilized for photolithography. The cleanroom
at Brookhaven National Lab’s Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) was utilized with
great success for this project. Applying the same recipe that made the mold for the pillars seen in
Fig. 18 while using hard contact on the aligner during exposure and adjusting the exposure
accordingly (since the wavelength of the UV lamp (405 nm) at CFN was different than that
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recommended by MicroChem), the
issue of different pillar sizes along the
length of the channel was solved.
However, the problem remained that

a)

the pillars were undersized, and
decreasing the exposure any further
simply caused the SU-8 to develop
off.
Other parameters began to be
tested to see their effects on pillar size.
Development time was first increased

b)

as according to the processing
guidelines, features such as holes can
have very long development times and
require extra agitation. However,
increasing development time did not
influence the hole size, meaning that
c)
the diameter was smaller because part
of the SU-8 underneath the blockedout portions of the photomask were
becoming cross-linked. Soft-bake
times were then increased to try and reduce

Figure 19: SEM images of SU-8 mold a)
Intended hole size of 70 μm b) Intended hole size
of 100 μm c) Intended hole size of 130 μm

the amount of solvent left in the SU-8
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before exposure, but again this did not improve results. Finally, the post exposure bake was
experimented with. It was discovered that by removing the optional 5 min, 65°C for stress
reduction, and decreasing the temperature of the bake from 95°C to 80°C, the hole sizes were
finally the proper size, as illustrated in Fig. 19. The detailed step by step procedure for how the
mold for the IMPACT chip was created can be found in section 9.1 of the supplemental
information.

0 μm 500 μm

0 μm 500 μm

0 μm

100 μm

0 μm

100 μm

Figure 20: SEM images of section of IMPACT chip channel
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After silanzing the mold and pouring uncured PDMS into it as detailed in section 9.2 of the
supplemental information, the PDMS was allowed to cure. The channels were then peeled from
the SU-8 mold, and the 100 μm diameter PDMS pillar channels are shown in Fig. 20, as these
were the channels ultimately utilized in the IMPACT chip.
3.2 Selection of Channel Dimensions and Pillar Dimensions
It was decided from here, since all different dimensions of the channel were successfully
fabricated, that the channel which was the widest and the longest would be utilized, since it
contained the most pillars inside of it and had the highest
amount of surface area. Based on the photomask initially
created, this corresponded to the channel with a width of 2
a)
mm, and a length of 5.8 cm end to end, with approximately
5.6 cm of the channel being filled with pillars with
diameters of either 70, 100, or 130 μm, spaced 50 μm apart.
With the channel dimensions determined, the next step was
determining the pillar size to be used.
b)
After the PDMS channels were prepared and bonded to
the glass substrate as described in section 9.3 of the
supplemental information, they then were ready to receive
chemical treatment. The detailed procedure of the chemical
treatment is presented in section 9.4 of the supplemental
information. APTES solution was first injected into the
channel and allowed to incubate for 10 mins. The channel

Figure 21: Fluorescent
microscope images of
IMPACT channel. Ex 450-490
nm a) Channel which received
chemical treatment and
streptavidin b) Channel which
received no treatment
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was then washed and baked at 125 °C for 30 min. After this, Glutaraldehyde was injected into
the channel in the same manner and allowed to incubate for
an hour. After washing the glutaraldehyde, the channels were
now ready to immobilize streptavidin onto the surface. As

a)

detailed in section 9.4 of the supplemental information, the
streptavidin was injected in the channel and allowed to
incubate for 2 hours, and the channel was then washed with
deionized (DI) water and dried. Fig. 21 shows that the
chemical treatment protocol for the IMPACT chip was
b)
effective, with Fig. 21a showing the autofluorescence
phenomenon occurring on the channel after incubation with
APTES and Glutaraldehyde. Fig. 21b shows a channel which
received no chemical treatment for comparison.
From here, the treated PDMS channels could now be tested
to see which of them performed the best in terms of binding
reporter probes onto the surface by utilizing photocleavable

Figure 22:Fluorescent
microscope images of
IMPACT channel. Ex 540-580
nm a) Channel which received
ssDNA incubation b) Channel
which received no treatment

capture probes. As section 9.5 of the supplemental information describes, biotinylated
photocleavable ssDNA
(5PCBio/TTATTCTTATTGTGTGAACTGCTCCTTCTTGACTCCACC/36-FAM/) from IDT,
Inc. was prepared for injection into the channel. 20 ul of DNA solution in PBS buffer (Gibco
TM, PH 7.4) was prepared for each channel at a concentration of 25 uM, leading to 0.5 nmoles
of DNA for each channel. The 20 μl of solution was then injected into each of the channels
individually with the lights turned off to prevent photobleaching of the organic FAM dye. The
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solution was left to incubate in the channels for 3 hours. Similar to Fig. 21, Fig. 22shows the
successful incubation of fluorescent ssDNA on the surface. Note that for Fig. 22 only, a Cy5 dye
was utilized instead of a FAM dye, because the autofluorescence from the chemical treatment
and the FAM dye have similar emissions, which would make it difficult to determine if binding
was effective. Every other experiment utilized reporter probes with a FAM dye. Fig. 22b shows a
channel which received no chemical treatment for comparison.
After incubation was completed, the channels were washed with 75 ul of DI water, and the
DNA was cleaved using UV light as detailed in section 9.6 of the supplementary information.
After the completion of UV illumination, the channel was again washed with 75 μl of DI water
and the supernatant was collected and measured. Following the process detailed in section 9.8 of
the supplemental information, the collected supernatants were measured, and the results are
shown in Fig. 23. Note that for this experiment and all those herein, the background signal (the
signal from a well only filled DI water) was divided out from all the samples for each data point
to account for it.
Fig. 23a and 23b both show clearly that the 100 μm pillar channel outperforms all other
channels in terms of capturing reporter probes. Its fluorescent intensity being the highest means
that it released the most capture probes after its exposure to UV light, and leads to the conclusion
that it can successfully bind the most. This was an important determination to make for the
design of the IMPACT chip, since one of the parameters that will affect the detection limit is the
number of probes which can be bound of the surface. It is interesting to note that although the 70
μm pillar channel in theory has the highest surface area exposed to the liquid, it still under
performed compared to the other channels. Indeed, the 70 μm was hypothesized before this
experiment to outperform all the other channels but wound up doing only better than the flat and
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untreated flat channel.
Regardless, the 70 μm

100 μm Pillar

was not selected for the
130 μm Pillar

IMPACT chip due to its
inability the bind the

70 μm Pillar

a)
Untreated
Flat

most capture probes.

Flat

The flat channel
was simply a channel
with the same
dimensions as the
others but did not
contain any pillars. The
untreated flat channel
b)
was a flat channel
which did not receive
and chemical treatment
or streptavidin
incubation but did
receive the same DNA
incubation as the other

Figure 23: Captured reporter probe intensity for different
channels. a) Intensity of smoothed emission curve b) Integrated
intensity for each channel. Error bars represent standard deviation

channels as well as the UV light for cleaving. It is seen that that untreated sample did still have
some signal, even though it did not have a way to be directly bound to the surface through biotinstreptavidin conjugation. However, the signal for the untreated sample is very low, especially
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when compared to the 100 μm channel, but also when comparing it to the other flat channel
which received chemical treatment. Based on this, a conclusion is made that chemical treatment
and streptavidin incubation increases the amount of reporter probes captured by a PDMS
channel, and that a treated channel can bind more reporter probes than an untreated channel. This
conclusion is further backed by the results obtained in the following two sections.
Based on the results obtained in this experiment, the 100 μm pillars were selected for the
IMPACT chip. With that, the dimensions of the channel and size of the pillars were finalized,
and the rest of the experiments herein utilized channels with a width of 2 mm, a length of 5.8 cm
end to end, with approximately 5.6 cm of the channel being filled with either 100 μm pillars or
being flat with no pillars depending on the experiment.
Note that the emission curve in Fig. 23a only shows intensity data from 500-560 nm, and
when the integrated data was calculated only that range was used. However, for all IMPACT
chip experiments herein, the data was integrated from 490 to 700 nm. This was because the
initial experiment to confirm the washing protocol and optimize the incubation time utilized a
high concentration of reporter DNA (1 nmoles) and sometimes saturated the signal over much, if
not all, of 500-560 nm range. By extending the wavelengths of integration, there was a larger
distinction in the area under the curves as the “tails” at the higher wavelengths were different
magnitudes. Although the experiment looking at utilizing CRISPR for target DNA detection did
not have this issue, this same data processing procedure was still utilized for consistency.
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4.0

Confirmation of Successful Washing Protocol for IMPACT System
With the dimensions of the IMPACT channels set, the mold and device fabrication being

successful, and the ability for the channels to capture reporter probes proven, the development
and optimization of protocols for the system could begin. The first protocol which had to be
developed was for the washing of the channels after incubation of the DNA. This was critical to
determine because if the washing protocol was not sufficient, it would result in false positive
signals. These false positives would either make it seem like there were more probes bound on
the surface during incubation time and reporter probe concentration optimization, or even worse,
result in false positive signals when utilizing the CRISPR assay with viral DNA.
Clearly there was some indication before the experimentation began of what a sufficient
washing protocol would be, since 75 μl of water was used for washing the channels in the
experiment discussed in the previous section. Indeed, 75 μl was used since it was ~7.5x the
volume size of the channel, and preliminary experiments indicated it would be enough to wash
from the channel. However, up until this point, no quantitative experimentation had been done in
which the fluorescent intensity of the supernatant from the channel was measured after the 75 μl
post DNA incubation wash took place.
So, an experiment was conducted in which the supernatant after the initial post DNA
incubation wash was measured, and then a second wash was performed with its supernatant
measured to confirm that the first wash was successful. If a very low signal was seen after the
second confirmatory wash, then it proves the washing protocol is successful.
For this experiment, three channels were prepared and treated in the exact same manner as
described above, following along with the detailed instructions in the supplemental information.
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Herein, all channels were prepared and received chemical treatment and streptavidin incubation
in the same manner, with the only difference in experiments being the type (flat or 100 μm pillar)
and number of channels prepared. Once the channels immobilized the streptavidin, 1 nmole of
photocleavable reporter probes were injected into and incubated in the channel for 3 hours as
described previously. The reason for the increase to 1 nmole from 0.5 nmoles was because at this
point it was not known if 0.5 nmoles had saturated the channel, and for the IMPACT chip itself it
was desired to have the DNA concentration be at a saturated level so the most amount of reporter
probes were bound. When testing the washing protocol, the highest concentration that would be
injected into the channel (which was 1 nmole) was used since that is the scenario in which there
would be the largest number of unbound probes after incubation, and theoretically the highest
chance of a “false positive” signal. If the washing protocol was proven successful for this
concentration, then it could be applied for lower concentrations with less reporter probes.
After the 3-hour incubation was completed the channels were washed with 75 μl of water,
but instead of discarding the supernatant after washing, it was measured using the benchtop
fluorometer. The results are shown in Fig. 24 in the “First Wash” group, with an initial
observation made that the treated micropillar channel has the lowest signal and the untreated flat
channel has the highest. This makes sense based on the results obtained from the pillar selection
size experiment, since it’s expected that the pillar channel would capture the most reporter
probes, and therefore after washing have the lowest signal. However, this conclusion is indirect
and cannot be made off this data alone, and therefore later the samples were treated with UV
light and washed to confirm this result.
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Figure 24: Integrated intensity of washed supernatant after reporter probe incubation.
The first wash occurred immediately after incubation was completed, and second wash
was performed immediately after the first. Error bars represent standard deviation
After the first wash was completed, the second wash was immediately performed, with the
goal being to see a very low signal for all the samples, meaning the channels were successfully
washed of all unbound probes. The results are presented in Fig. 24 in the “Second Wash” group
for all three channels. By comparing the second wash to the first wash, it can be seen that the
first washes intensity of roughly 8,000 to 9,000 counts (depending on the channel) is
significantly higher than the intensity of just roughly 200 to 340 counts seen for the second wash.
Note that the treated micropillar channel has a higher intensity than both other channels at ~340
counts, with the treated flat and untreated flat having counts of ~250 and ~200 respectively.
Although this means there was potentially more unbound probes which were not removed from
the channel during the initial wash, it is proven to be insignificant compared to the fluorescence
of the sample after UV cleavage later in this section. One potential reason for the higher intensity
of the micropillars’ second wash is due to the air bubbles that are seen during the flowing of
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liquid through the
channels. Although they
typically can be manually
pressed out by hand, not
always could all of them be

a)

removed, and this adds
another element of
randomness to the pillar
channel washing data.
However, it is concluded
from the results in Fig. 24
that the washing protocol is
sufficient, and successfully
removes the unbound or

b)

weakly bound reporter
probes from all of the
channel.
In order to confirm the two
conclusions made from Fig.

Figure 25: Released reporter probe intensity after post-DNA
incubation washes. a) Intensity of smoothed emission curve b)
Integrated intensity for each channel. Error bars represent standard
deviation

24 that the pillar channel captured the most probes since its first wash signal was the lowest, and
that the intensity seen in the second was of the micropillar channel would be insignificant
compared to the fluorescent intensity post UV cleavage, all three samples were exposed to UV
light for 10 minutes and then had their supernatant flushed and collected, as detailed previously.
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The results are presented in Fig. 25. Fig. 25a shows the smoothed emission curves for each of the
samples, and Fig. 25b shows the integrated intensity. Both back the first conclusion that the pillar
channel captured the most probes since the first wash signal was the lowest, since after cleaving
its intensity is the highest compared to the other samples. Likewise, the untreated flat channel
had the highest intensity after its first wash, but the lowest intensity after cleaving as predicted.
Fig. 25 also backs the conclusion that the signal seen remaining after the second wash is
insignificant compared to the signals seen after cleavage. For every sample the signal is
significantly higher than what was seen in the second wash. Performing only the first wash (and
therefore theoretically having the signal from the second wash added to the Fig. 25b data) would
not influence the data enough to change the conclusions made about the results, as almost all of
the background from unbound reporter probes is eliminated in the first wash.
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5.0

Optimization of ssDNA Binding Time
For DNA incubation time, 3 hours was initially used based on preliminary research done on

flat pieces of PDMS treated with fluorescent DNA, as this incubation time appeared to give the
highest signal. However, the protocol for those experiments was different than the IMPACT chip
since they were not in enclosed channels and therefore none of the reagents were flowed, and
furthermore a different system was used for measuring the fluorescence of those PDMS pieces
than what was used for the IMPACT chip. Thus, an optimization experiment was performed to
find the most efficient binding time to bond the most amount of reporter probes.
Additionally, another phenomenon to be investigated was the distinguishable signal seen in
Fig. 25 for the untreated flat channel. Without any chemical treatment, it is believed there is no
way for the DNA to chemically bind to the surface like it does with streptavidin in the treated
channels. However, there clearly still are reporter probes which are being captured in the
channel, since there is a signal after UV cleaving. This is interesting as it appears that
biotinylated ssDNA can be captured by a flat PDMS channel without any need for treatment,
which warranted further investigation. Specifically, it was desired to see if there was any trend
between incubation time and the amount of capture probes immobilized on an untreated channel.
So, to find the optimal binding time for the treated channels and see the effect of binding
time on untreated channels, 10 flat channels were prepared. Half of them received chemical
treatment and streptavidin at a concentration of 4 mg/ml as usual, while the other half received
no treatment. All the channels were then injected with 1 nmole of ssDNA at the same time.
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Figure 26: Reporter probe intensity after UV cleavage for different incubation times. Error
bars represent standard deviation.
However, this time, channels received different incubation times of either 10 min, 30 min, 1
hour, 3 hours, or 24 hours. For each incubation time, both one treated and one untreated flat
channel were used, and at the end of the incubation time the channels were washed with 75 μl of
DI water. Once all the channels were washed, the samples were then cleaved together under a
UV lamp and their supernatant collected and measured, with the results represented in Fig. 26.
Note that the 24-hour sample was refrigerated during the incubation period since at room
temperature the streptavidin protein would have denatured, and the other samples were
refrigerated after their post-incubation wash, that way all channels could be cleaved and
measured together once the 24 hour incubation was completed.
For the treated samples, it can be seen that from 10 min to 1 hour, the difference in integrated
intensity does not show a discernable trend, with all ranging from ~4,500 to 5,500 counts.
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However, after 3 hours, there is a clear increase in intensity, with the 3-hour sample recording
approximately 7,000 counts, significantly higher than the 10 min, 30 min, and 1-hour samples.
The intensity increases even further with the 24-hour sample, with the intensity surpassing 8,000
counts. For the untreated channels, the relation of intensity to incubation time is more random. It
is seen that for certain samples such as the 1 hour, the signal is extremely low, but for samples
like the 30 min and 3 hours, the signal is rather high, with the 10 min and 24-hour sample falling
somewhere in between. It is concluded from here that binding of the reporter probes to the
unbound surface is less specific than the treated channels since the signal greatly varies
regardless of the incubation time. Furthermore, the specific biotin-streptavidin bonding in the
treated sample always yields a higher signal than its untreated counterpart. Even in the 3-hour
sample with one of the highest untreated signals, the treated sample still yields an intensity
roughly 2.6 times that of the untreated channel. This shows that the surface modification utilized
is successfully improving the channels’ probe binding capacity, regardless of incubation time.
Although the 24-hour sample yielded the highest fluorescent intensity and had the potential
to bind the most reporter probes and be the most sensitive, a 3-hour incubation time was still
chosen as the protocol for the IMPACT chip. This was chosen since the 24-hour sample required
refrigeration and greatly increased the time it would take to manufacture a single chip. The
increase in intensity of ~15% was not enough to justify increasing the incubation time by 700%
and the need of refrigeration for the sample.
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6.0

Analysis of Extended Surfaces and Reporter Concentration
Up to this point, 0.5 nmoles or 1 nmole was utilized for the reporter probe concentration

during incubation. One of the reasons for the high initial concentrations was that it was unknown
how many reporters would need to be loaded into a channel in order to get a distinguishable
signal. Another was that the concentration at which reporter probes were saturated on the surface
was still unknown, but it had been decided that for the IMPACT the loaded concentration would
be at least at, if not above, the saturation point to assure the maximum number of reporters were
on the surface. So, for experiments like the washing data, the highest concentration of reporters
feasibly available was utilized since that potentially would be the actual amount of reporters used
in the IMPACT chip, and it was important to prove that at that high concentration the washing
protocol was still effective. However, up until now it had remained to be seen whether 1 nmole
did saturate the channel, or whether the concentration could be lowered, and saturation of
reporter probes still achieved. By only utilizing these very high concentrations, the effectiveness
of the extended surface had only been proven for the 0.5-1 nmole range. It was still of interest
whether the pillar channels could still capture more reporter probes at lower concentrations, and
if the effectiveness of the pillar channels compared to the flat differed at all with reporter probe
concentration.
In order to test for the potential saturation range for the reporter probes, as well as see the
effect of concentration on the effectiveness of the extended surface in capturing reporter, an
experiment was conducted in which three pillar and three flat channels received different DNA
concentrations. After chemical treatment of all the channels and streptavidin incubation, the
channels were injected with a range of the concentrations from 0.01 nmoles to 1 nmole of
reporter probes, and all the samples were incubated for 3 hours according to the binding
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Figure 27: Reporter probe intensity after UV cleavage for different reporter probe
concentrations. Error bars represent standard deviation.
protocol. For each concentration, one flat channel and one pillar channel was treated. After 3
hours the samples were washed, cleaved with UV light, and then had their supernatant collected.
The results are presented in Fig. 27, broken up into sections by the injected reporter probe
concentration, with each section displaying the integrated intensity for both the micropillar and
flat channel that received that given concentration. It is clearly seen that at 1 nmole and 0.1
nmoles the samples are saturated, since the intensities are very similar despite a 10x difference in
concentration. This means that the concentrations used in all previous experiments most likely
saturated the channels as well, and that the washing protocol is effective even when washing a
channel which was saturated with reporter probes. At 0.01 nmoles, the channel is no longer
saturated as the intensity for both the micropillar and flat channel is significantly less than either
the 0.1 nmoles or 1 nmole channels. Thus, it is assumed that the saturation limit exists
somewhere between 0.01 nmoles and 0.1 nmoles. For the purpose of the IMPACT chip however,
utilizing a 0.1 nmoles concentration is sufficient, since it is now known the sample is saturated at
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that concentration. Furthermore, it is chosen over the 1 nmole concentration since the amount of
reporter DNA which needs to be utilized for each experiment is greatly reduced.
Fig. 27 also reveals that for every injected reporter probe concentration, the pillar channel
always performs better and increases the channels binding capacity. To better understand this,
Fig. 28 was created which shows both a chart of the increase in intensity of the micropillar
channel compared to the flat channel for each concentration, as well as a ratio of the micropillar
intensity compared to the flat, and a chart graphically showing the ratios for each concentration.
Note that calculations are were done
without regards to uncertainties of the
measurements since they are mainly for
conjecture. From the chart, it is clear that
the intensity increase from the
micropillar is relatively constant
regardless of injected reporter probe
concentration. Indeed, even at a 100x
difference in concentration, the 0.01
nmoles and 1 nmole sample show very
similar increases. However, when the
increase in intensity is looked at as a

Figure 28: Effect of extended surface on released
intensity for different injected reporter probe
concentrations.

ratio (the integrated intensity of the micropillar channel divided by the integrated intensity of the
flat channel) the results are very different. For the saturated samples (0.1 nmoles and 1 nmole),
the ratio of micropillar to flat are very similar to each other and show less than a 40% increase in
intensity for each.
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However, for the 0.01 nmoles sample, the increase in intensity from pillar to flat is roughly
136%, significantly higher than the other samples. This shows that the extended surfaces might
perform better when the surface is not saturated. The reason for this is unknown, but it could
possibly be due to different binding kinetics on the extended surface allowing the channels to
capture more DNA at lower concentrations than a flat channel. The surface area of the flat
channel (excluding the side walls) is approximately 119 mm2, and the surface area of the
micropillar channel (excluding side walls) is approximately 267 mm2. Comparing these values,
the micropillar channel is shown to have approximately 124% more surface than the flat channel.
However, only the sample which was not saturated (0.01 nmoles) showed an increase in intensity
similar to the surface area increase. One possible reason for this is that the amount of surface
area to volume is much higher for the micropillar channel compared to the flat. The flat channel
has a volume of roughly 14.3 μl (assuming a height of 120 μm), and the micropillar channel has
a volume of only ~ 9.6 μl (assuming a height of 120 μm). Taking the surface area and dividing it
by volume, we can see the surface area to volume ratio for the micropillar channel is
approximately 28 mm2/μl and the flat channel is only ~ 8.3 mm2/μl. It is believed that when the
DNA concentration is at the saturated levels (0.1 nmoles and 1 nmole) this surface area to
volume ratio does not have as large of an effect since there is so much DNA in the solution that
the chances of the hybridization happening for all potential binding sites is very high. However,
once the concentration is dropped below the saturation limit, the chances of binding taking place
is lower as there are less reporters present, and now the surface area to volume ratio is more
significant since it increases the chance the biotinylated DNA will interact with the streptavidin
coated PDMS and hybridize. Although interesting and an area for future research, this
phenomenon was not further investigated since it was not relevant to the IMPACT system.
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7.0

Demonstration of IMPACT System for Detecting Viral DNA Target
With channel dimensions and pillar sizes selected, a working washing protocol confirmed, an

optimal binding time selected, and a reporter probe concentration chosen, the IMPACT chip
could now be created. The fabrication of the system was the same as described previously,
except it only consisted of 100 μm pillar channels. The channel preparation for experimentation
was also the same, with the channels first receiving a chemical treatment of APTES and then
glutaraldehyde. Streptavidin solution was then injected into the channel and allowed to incubate
for 2 hours, all as detailed in the supplemental information.
To prove the functionality of the IMPACT chip, ten 100 μm pillar channels were prepared.
For the experiment, all ten channels would receive the CRISPR complex, but the concentration
of the target AFSV DNA would differ. For three channels, the target concentration would be 10
nM, for another three channels the target concentration would be 1 nM, and another three
channels would receive target concentration of 0.1 nM. The final channel would act as a negative
control and receive the same complex as the other channels, but with no target DNA. Details on
the preparation of the CRISPR assay are given in section 9.7 of the supplemental information.
After the incubation of ssDNA was completed, the CRISPR assay was prepared and injected
into each of the channels, with the respective concentration of target DNA added into the
complex for each. After injection, the samples were placed on a hotplate for two hours at 37 °C,
and the channels were then washed and the supernatant collected and measured for each. The
results are displayed in Fig. 29. Note that for each target concentration which received the target
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(0.1, 1, and 10 nM),
one fluorescent
measurement was
taken from each
channel’s supernatant,
a)
and then the
measurements were
averaged together to
obtain the data for Fig.
29. Fig. 29a shows that
for all the channels
which received a
target DNA, the signal
is easily
distinguishable from
b)
the negative control
sample which received
no target. Furthermore,
it can be seen that the
signal is significantly
higher at higher target
concentration and drops as

Figure 29: Intensity of released supernatant after CRISPR assay
a) Intensity of smoothed emission curve for different target
concentrations b) Integrated intensity of supernatant for different
target concentrations plotted on log scale. Error bars represent
standard deviation
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the target concentration drops, as expected.
To further explore the correlation been the intensity and the target concentration, Fig. 29b
was created which utilized the integrated intensity of the samples and plotted the integrated
intensity versus the target concentration on a log scale. It is expected that as the target
concentration increases, the integrated intensity would increase, and if the target concentration
decreases, the integrated intensity would decrease as well. This linear relationship between the
intensity and the target concentration can be seen when plotting them both on the log scale. An
equation was fitted onto the data points from the range of 0.1 to 1 nM target, which had a
Pearson’s R of 0.9653, indicating a linear trend. It can also be seen that even the 0.1 nM intensity
is still significantly higher and distinguishable from the negative control, which had a very low
signal since the CRISPR assay was not activated. This demonstrates that the IMPACT system
can accurately detect target viral DNA over a 100x concentration range, going as low as 0.1 nM,
with no background issues.
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8.0

Conclusion & Future Work
In this work, a fully enclosed microfluidic device was developed that leveraged solid-state

reporter probes on PDMS micropillars and the specificity of CRISPR-Cas12a for the detection of
viral DNA. The advantages of utilizing an extended surface in the form of micropillars was
proven to increase the number of reporter probes bound on the surface in sections 4 through 7,
which can extend both the detection limit and the dynamic range [73,74]. The aspect ratio of the
PDMS micropillar utilized in this research was only 1.2, and based on previous works could be
increased up to 5, potentially further increasing the amount of reporter probes which could be
bound [57]. Additionally, the spacing of the pillars was not experimented with, and in the future
experiments could be run to see if varying the spacing could also result in improved binding.
Every row of pillars could also be staggered along the length of the channel which would cause
the solution to have to snake through them as it made it to the outlet, possibly also increasing the
chance or hybridization, although this most likely would increase the back pressure in the
channel as well. The microchannel dimensions can also be experimented with to improve the
binding. The easiest dimension to adjust would be the length, as the IMPACT channels could
potentially snake back and forth across and single chip. Indeed, the reason for the curved design
seen on the IMPACT chip was to prove that it could be effective in this configuration and is
another area to improve the chip in the future.
Although increasing the aspect ratio of the PDMS to 5 could significantly increase the
surface area, utilizing other materials such as silicon could push the surface area in contact with
the liquid to much higher levels. Silicon can achieve very high aspect ratios above 50 with the
use of Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE), with some groups showing aspect ratios as high as
160:1 for the height to feature size [75,76]. Using silicon instead of PDMS could also potentially
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eliminate the air bubbles seen in the channels
during experimentation, which could result in
more uniform reporter coating, and allow
CRISPR assay to access all parts of the channel.
Fig. 30 shows a schematic of the DRIE process.
Note that after this process is complete, an oxide
layer needs to be deposited before chemical
treatment and streptavidin incubation. Another
benefit of using silicon oxide is that unlike
PDMS, it does not require glutaraldehyde for
binding the streptavidin onto the surface, and
only needs APTES [77].
The trade-off with silicon is that DRIE is a
much more complicated process than soft
lithography, and that every sample would need
be made in a cleanroom, where REM molding
of PDMS using a silanized SU-8 mold can be
used many times. Indeed, at Brookhaven

Figure 30: Deep Reactive Ion Etching
(DRIE) process

National Lab, the process of DRIE was attempted to gain the benefits of utilizing silicon for the
IMPACT chip. Hard masks of nickel were deposited onto silicon wafers using electron beam
evaporation, but unfortunately no further processing was able to be done due to the machines
which perform the dry etching for silicon being down. It is hoped in the future this could be one
way to greatly increase the sensitivity of the device without utilizing amplification, as the surface
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area of the channels could be significantly higher and could theoretically bond many more
reporters. However, it remains to be seen how efficient the coating of streptavidin and the
capture of reporter DNA is on silicon oxide channels compared to PDMS channels, so further
investigation is needed. Other alternative methods for manufacturing very high aspect ratio
microstructures could be looked into in the future such as additive manufacturing like 3D
printing, and chemical treatment procedures could be developed for binding streptavidin protein
onto these structures [78,79].
The IMPACT chip’s ability to utilize the power of CRISPR Cas-12a for indiscriminate
ssDNA cutting in the solid-phase is a large advantage over traditional liquid-phase detection. As
discussed in the literature review, detection utilizing CRISPR in the liquid phase requires the
utilization of dye-quencher probes, which can result in a background signal since the quencher
cannot completely block the dye. The IMPACT chip does not require a quencher probe since its
reporter is bound to the surface and washed out of the channel after cleaving, effectively
avoiding this background issue. This shown by the results in Fig. 29, as when no target DNA is
present, the background signal is negligible with no distinguishable signal being seen. In the
future, other CRISPR Cas proteins such a Cas13a can be utilized to further expand the abilities
of the IMPACT chip. CRISPR-Cas13a can be used for targeting of RNA targets, whereas the
current impact chip only targets double stranded DNA, which would greatly open up the type of
viruses which could be detected [80]. As discussed in the literature review, CRISPR-Cas13a has
already been demonstrated to work on the solid surface for cleaving reporter RNA immobilized
on dry-film resist, and is hoped to be applied with the same success to the IMPACT chip on the
PDMS surface [70].
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Another advantage of the IMPACT chip is that it offers one-step detection after the channels
are prepared and loaded with the reporters. Furthermore, unlike other nucleic acid-based
detection systems which require multiple probe hybridization, which makes washing slow and/or
complicated, the IMPACT’s CRISPR complex only takes 10 minutes to prepare and is mixed
with the target DNA and injected directly into the channel [81,82]. It also does not require any
off-chip incubation, and after injection the sample simply sits on a 37° hot plate for 2 hours and
does not require any temperature control or thermal cycling like PCR does [83,84]. In the future,
this isothermal step necessary for the CRISPR complex could be taken advantage of to lower the
detection limit by including isothermal amplification techniques such as recombinase polymerase
amplification (RPA) [85] or loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) [86] resulting in
target amplification and CRISPR cleavage of reporter probes all happening in one channel, while
avoiding the background issues seen in these typical “one-pot” detection methods [38].
In the future, an area which requires further research is how patient samples will be obtained
and how the IMPACT chip will interact with different types of patient samples. CRISPR has
already been shown to work in both spiked plasma samples [71] and urine samples [87]. In both
cases, there is a chance for non-specific binding happening with proteins or antibodies within the
sample to the ssDNA probes. In different DNA assay-based detection devices, some sort of
modification to the DNA itself [88], or to the sample the DNA assay is detecting [89] are used to
prevent either nonspecific hybridization or protein/antibody binding. This foreseeably could also
be an issue for the IMPACT chip, although the effect of the nonspecific binding on the
fluorescent signal and the CRISPR cleavage on the PDMS surface is unknown. More
importantly, the ssDNA reporter probes must remain immobilized even in the presence of
proteins, DNA, or antibodies present in the patient sample, so that false positives can be avoided.
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9.0

Supplemental Information

9.1 SU-8 Mold Protocol
1. Using a clean silicon wafer, spin coat ~120 μm of SU-8 2075 onto the wafer
a. For the setup used in this research, the spin recipe was 500 rpm for 7.5 s, and
2000 rpm for 30 s
2. Allow the wafer to sit on a level surface and reflow for 10 minutes
3. Perform the soft bake, first baking the wafer at 65 °C for 10 min, and then
immediately placing it onto a hotplate at 95° C and allow it to bake for 20 min.
4. Expose the sample under 405 nm UV light for 20-25s
a. For this research, the machine used was a Karl Suss MA6 Mask Aligner, and a
405 nm wavelength was utilized with constant intensity.
5. Let the sample sit for 5 min after exposure.
6. Perform the PEB for 10 min at 80 °C
7. Develop the sample for 10 minutes in SU-8 Developer (MicroChem) with agitation,
flipping the wafer upside down about every minute to allow full development of the
holes.
8. Perform a hard bake for 5 min at 145 °C
9.2 PDMS Channel Creation
After silanzing the mold by leaving it overnight with a few drops of Silanization Solution I
(~5% dimethyldichlorosilane in heptane) in a pumped down desiccator, a ratio of 10:1
SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elastomer Base to SYLGARD 184 Silicone Curing Agent was poured
over the mold and baked. Typically, the baking was done at ~70° for ~1 hr, although sometimes
it was left in for longer periods of time, but was always fully cured by the time it was removed.
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Once the channels were peeled from the mold, they first had 1 mm holes punched at both ends of
the channels so that inlet and outlet tubing could be connected for experimentation. If the
samples had dirt or dust on them after punching the tubing, tape would be used to remove them.
They were then cleaned with ethanol for 5 min in an ultrasonic bath, dried with pressurized air,
and then cleaned on dried in the same way with DI water. A glass substrate was also cleaned in
the same manner, after which both were treated with oxygen plasma (Electro-technic products)
for 2 min. After this, they were immediately bound to together by physically pressing the PDMS
channel and the glass substrate together. The PDMS channels were then placed onto a hotplate at
125 °C and baked overnight.
9.3 Chemical Treatment Procedure
After the overnight baking of the PDMS channels was completed, the samples were removed
from the hotplate and allowed to return to room temperature. 95 Durometer LDPE tubing
(Scientific Commodities Inc.) was utilized for flowing reagents in and out of each channel and
was connected to both the inlet and outlet. Next, a BD 1 ml syringe with either Luer-Lok or
Tuberculin Slip Tip with 23 Gauge Dispensing Needle (BSTEAN) was filled with 10 % APTES
(Sigma Aldrich, (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane) in Ethanol (BVV, Lab Grade Ethanol 200
Proof USA Made). This syringe was then connected to the inlet tubing, and the outlet tubing was
inserted into a microcentrifuge tube to collect the excess that left the tube. Each channel during
an experiment was set up in this same manner, and the syringes connected to the inlet were then
placed into a syringe pump (WPI, SP2201). The syringe pump was programmed to a flow rate of
15 μl/min, and 75 μl was of the APTES solution was flowed through the channel. The channels
had a volume of roughly 9-14 μl depending on the pillar dimensions, with the flat channels
without pillars having the highest volume and the channel with 130 μm diameter pillars having
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the lowest. However, 75 μl was flowed through to ensure all the channels were completely filled
with liquid, and so that during pumping, any air bubbles which may appear during flowing could
be manually pressed out by hand. The inlet tubing was made sure to be filled with the reagent
before the 75 μl pumping of reagents began, that way each channel was having the same amount
flowed through. After pumping of the solution was completed, the channels were then left to sit
to allow the APTES to incubate for 10 minutes. After 10 minutes, the channels were flushed with
96% ethanol in the same manner, with 75 μl being flowed through each channel at 15 μl/min.
The liquid left in the channels was then removed by connecting a syringe filled with air to the
inlet and pushing the air through the channel. To dry the channel, the inlet and outlet tubing was
removed, and a compressed air canister (Dust Off, Electronics compressed-gas Duster) was held
over the inlet and used to blow air through the channel. After drying, the channel was baked on a
hotplate at 125 °C for 30 min.
The channel was then removed from the hotplate and allowed to return to room temperature
once again. Next, 25% Glutaraldehyde in water (Sigma Aldrich) was diluted with DI water to an
8% concentration and injected in the channel in the same manner as the APTES. After the full 75
μl was flowed through the channels, the channels were allowed to incubate for 1 hr. The
channels were then flushed with 75 μl of DI water and dried in the same manner as described
above.
9.4 Immobilization of Streptavidin
After the completement of the chemical treatment, streptavidin was next injected into the
channel. Streptavidin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Streptavidin S888) was diluted to a
concentration of 4 mg/ml, and 20 μl of solution was prepared for each channel. The channels
were prepared in the same manner as the chemical treatment, with tubing connected to the inlet
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and outlet, and a 23 GA microliter syringe (Hamilton) was filled with 20 μl of the 4 mg/ml
streptavidin solution. Then, one channel at a time, the syringe was connected to the inlet, and 20
μl of solution was flowed through the channel by hand. It was seen through the course of
experiments that quickly pushing the 20 μl yielded the least amount air bubbles, so for
experimentation herein it was injected in that manner. After all the channels received the
streptavidin solution, the inlet tubing and outlet tubing was disconnected, and both inlets and
outlets of the channel were wrapped in parafilm, and then the whole channel was wrapped in
aluminum foil to prevent evaporation. The streptavidin was then allowed to incubate in the
channel for 2 hours. After 2 hours, the channel was flushed with 75 μl of DI water and dried as
described above.
9.5 ssDNA Reporter Probe Binding
Once streptavidin incubation was completed, biotinylated ssDNA with or without a
photocleavable linker from IDT, Inc. was prepared for injection into the channel. 20 ul of ssDNA
solution in PBS buffer (Gibco TM, PH 7.4) was prepared for each channel at a concentration the
desired concentration. The 20 μl of solution was then injected into each of the channels
individually in the same manner as the streptavidin, except the lights were turned off to prevent
photobleaching of the organic FAM dye. The channels inlets and outlets were then parafilmed,
and the channel was again wrapped in aluminum foil, this time being allowed to incubate for 3
hours.
9.6 Cleaving of Photocleavable Reporter Probes by UV Light
After incubation of photocleavable ssDNA was completed, the channels were washed with
75 ul of DI water. The DI water remaining in the channel after washing was left there, and the
channel was then placed underneath a UV light with a wavelength of 311 nm at a distance of
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roughly 5 cm from the light to the glass substrate. The channel was oriented “upside down” so
that the PDMS was on the bottom and the glass substrate was on the top, closest to the UV light.
The UV light was then turned on and the channel was exposed to it for 10 min. After the
completion of UV illumination, the channel was again washed with 75 μl of DI water. The outlet
tube was then disconnected, and a syringe filled with air was connected to it and manually
pressed to remove all liquid from the tubing and assure it was in the microcentrifuge tube. By
doing it in this manner, it was assured that the volume of collected supernatant was the same for
each channel at 75 μl.
9.7 Cleaving of Reporter Probes utilizing CRISPR Cas-12a Assay
After incubation of the ssDNA reporter probes was completed, the channels were washed
with 75 ul of Nuclease Free Water (IDT, Inc.). The nuclease free water remaining in the channel
after washing was left there to prevent drying of the fluorescent dye and loss of signal before
injecting the CRISPR complex, since the injection of the CRISPR complex was done the
following day. To prepare the CRISPR assay, 50 nM of LbCas12 (New England BioLabs, Inc.)
was first prepared and pre-assembled with crRNA (IDT, Inc.) at room temperature for 10 min.
The combination of LbCas12 and crRNA was then mixed with 1 x binding buffer and 14.75 μl of
nuclease free water. The AFSV target DNA was then added into the mixture after different
concentrations or left out completely for the negative control samples. Fig. 31 shows the portion
of the ASFV-SY18 genome (B646L) that was selected for the target sequence, as well as the
crRNA complimentary to that sequence. In the same manner as the streptavidin and reporter
probes, immediately after addition of the AFSV target DNA, 20 μl of the CRISPR assay was
injected into each of the channels with a microliter syringe. The device was then parafilmed at its
inlets and outlets and wrapped in aluminum foil and placed on a hot plate at 37°C for 2 hours.
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Figure 31: Schematic of the target site on the AFSV-SY18 genome (B646L) and sequence of
target site and crRNA
The channels were then washed with DI water and the supernatant was collected and measured,
as detailed in the following section.
9.8 Measurement of Fluorescent Intensity
After the cleavage of the reporter by either UV light or CRISPR Cas-12a, the channels were
washed, and the supernatant was collected. The supernatant was then measured utilizing a
custom design benchtop fluorometer design to determine the fluorescent intensity of the ssDNA
reporter probes, as described in section 3.8. The reservoirs were filled with supernatant from the
channel and measured by briefly exposing the sample to a continuous laser with a wavelength of
488 nm, with fluorescent signal being collected by using an off-axis parabolic mirror, and
filtered through a 488 nm notch filter (Thorlabs, Inc.) before the signal was recorded by a fiber
coupled mini USB spectrometer (USB 2000+, Ocean Optics). The data was then processed
depending on the experiment performed, as explained in the main text.
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